
From: Gary S. Gevisser 

Sent: Thursday, May 29, 2008 2:26 PM PT 

To: eyaffa@skadden.com; abrams@skadden.com; robert.sheehan@skadden.com; 
rod.ward@skadden.com; john.ale@skadden.com 

Cc: rest; United States Justice Department; Jeffrey R. Krinsk - Finkelstein & 

Krinsk; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 

Washington DC.; Senator Barack Obama - US Democratic Presidential candidate; 

Senator@kennedy.senate.gov; Senator Lieberman ; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes 
Scholar-Rich Clinton; Roy Essakow - Executive Marc Rich Holdings; Nicholas 

Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; Stephen Cohen - Codiam 

Inc.; Sherri Hendricks - Rapaport Report; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The 

Diamond Invention; Author-Journalist Mark Gevisser - son of David Gevisser, 

executor of American Charles Engelhard's estate; Mossad; 

President@whitehouse.gov 
Subject: Fiduciary Culpability – De Beers House of Cards 
 

Attention:       E. Yaffa – Managing Director, Skadden, New York 

                        R. Abrams – Managing attorney, New York 

                        R. Ward – “of counsel” – Father-in-law to Jonathan Oppenheimer, son of 

Nicholas Oppenheimer, son of Harry Oppenheimer, son Ernest Oppenheimer. 

                        J. Ale – Managing partner, Houston. 

 

Without taking focus off your De Beers relationship, you understand perfectly well 
why Al Quaida, after all these years hasn’t “executed” the Israeli Military 

Intelligence report vetted by both the Mossad and the FBI; not even a single 

“sitting duck” moving oil field; i.e. an oil supertanker has even been hit; nearly 300 

on the high seas at any moment in time, for you know as well as Al Quaida that to 

bite the hand of the House of Saud would really incur the wrath of the United States 

Government and their “hired guns” who feed on departments such as the US 
Homeland Security now doing a joint-venture with Hollywood. 

 

http://www.just3ants.com/ 

 

FOOLS NAMES, FOOLS FACES IN PUBLIC PLACES. 
 

http://www.just3ants.com/$_hit_List/default.php 

 

The game is up. The crooks are going down. 

 
Each of you blind copied, and we all know who you are, have had ample 

opportunity to read Hollywood blockbuster author Edward Jay Epstein’s The 

Diamond Invention [http://www.edwardjayepstein.com/diamond/prologue.htm], all 

geared toward leaving hard working, productive peoples throughout the world 

feeling hopeless, that their government is corrupt, that they cannot in fact trust a 

single soul, not even family members who could be so easily bought off with your 
client De Beers’ unlimited supply of untraceable, lightweight and never inventoried 

diamond currency, always price fixed at more than a barrel of oil. 
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What, however, none of you figured out when first reading this most fascinating 

non-fiction novel, detailing the devious nature of De Beers, again written by a very 

well known investigative reporter in 1978, who still writes editorials for the Wall 
Street Journal, is that the DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC] that of course 

includes J.P Morgan and Co. and all their subsidiaries and affiliates, not to mention 

the U.S. Federal Reserve, was the deep rooted fear of this mafia of mafia, who felt 

the need to “wave” their “big stick” by placing in “black and white” their 

extraordinary “gun-money-power”; such elitists able, after buying off all the 
legislators worth talking about, to pass all sorts of nonsense but very important 

distracting laws, then, with what was left of their unlimited supply of untraceable, 

lightweight and never inventoried by government regulators diamond currency, hire 

the very best of the Wall Street lawyers to do their bidding. 

 

Let me know if I need to explain to any of you why when someone as “credible” as 
me uses the two words, “Diamond Currency” all conversation stops. 

  

You are all of course aware of the precedent that was recently set by the US House 

of Representatives when deciding to open up litigation against OPEC; pointing 

directly to their culpability and that of the US Justice Department who have both 
ignored De Beers’ anti-trust violations to the extent of doing little but giving De 

Beers the approval to make cash-slap-on-the-wrist donations to the already bought 

and paid for US “Justice” system. 

 

Each and every one of you would know that it is today not only me who knows this, 
and why “to a man-woman”, not one of you has the guts to respond in kind. 

 

Sticks and stones break bones but words will never harm me! – Sly English 

 

Sticks and stones break bones but words kill!– Zena Rosland Ash-Badash 

Gevisser 
 

I detest those who derive great satisfaction in exceeding the limits of 

their small authority; i.e. evil doesn’t come in the form of a pointed 

tail or pitched fork – Jeffrey R. Krinsk Esq., Finkelstein & Krinsk 

 
http://www.edwardjayepstein.com/diamond/prologue.htm 

 

In due course I will be following up with President George W. Bush with Part X, 

most likely entitled, “To be…”, carbon copying the U.S. Justice Department, CIA, 

Israeli Military Intelligence and the Mossad; not to mention “servers” will be 
randomly blind copying as well as carbon copying the world, just as I am doing 

now. 

 

You will be able to find that communication on the homepage of 

www.just3ants.com, a “high level” information source that is in the process of being 
“reworked”, making it attractive to parents of 9-year olds still seeking truth and 

answers to their many questions, that they will not find at school or university, let 
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alone from their bought and paid for religious clerics as well as their so “godly 

acting” parents, all caught up in De Beers and Co.’s “easy money, me culture” . 

 
As you all know, even if you haven’t taken a single course in economics and/or 

finance, money is just “one means of exchange”, no different to precious minerals 

such as gold, oil, silver, platinum, uranium, etc etc, and of course the artificially-

precious diamond, never to forget bartering. 

 
Moreover, how quickly in our quick this, quick that, just “cut to the chase”, all 

about “me, money” culture, the discombobulated, which of course is not one of 

you, forget that it is money, which for the past century has been the preferred 

“means of exchange” by the masses, so brainwashed, unceremoniously deprived of 

their basic human rights, beginning with the most precious human right, the right 

to clean drinking water, that in turn leads to the production of healthy foods, and in 
no time to logical thought processing, beginning with questioning what happens 

when those printing all those monies set up Trust-Hush-Funds for their offspring 

and others co-opted-corrupted decide to use such monies to allocate the rich 

mineral resources belonging to the masses working for slave wages in faraway 

lands to themselves, knowing that they have Uncle Sam with the Armed Forces of 
the De Beers and Co. controlled US Government backing them to hilt. 

 

You disgusting pigs. 

 

Is there anything new in what I just said? 
 

Yes, when you wake up and realize that I not only come from the House of Badash 

who joined forces with the Geviseris-Israel Gevisser 

 
family of Lithuania-South Africa, but in 1978 I had demonstrated enough business 

acumen to have my well-known South African mother, Zena Badash-Ash Gevisser 

get my uncle David Gevisser, the executor of Mossad assassinated Charles W. 
Engelhard, the “control person” of the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel, to provide 



me just prior to my departure from South Africa on March 16th, 1978, destination 

Chicago, Illinois, not one, but two, “Letters of Introduction”; one to a former bigwig 

in the South African timber industry with an office on Ivanhoe Street, La Jolla, 
California who could easily have believed he was in Timbuktu given how he was 

suffering from severe dementia; and the second, to group of my uncle Dave and 

Charles Engelhard’s lawyers located on Bush Street, San Francisco. 

 

Not to mention I figured out very quickly after my mother suggested I first visit La 
Jolla where the gentleman couldn’t even remember his own name let alone that of 

my uncle Dave, that this little, not exactly waste of time, trip was nothing more 

than a smokescreen, and to have me focus that much more on my next trip to San 

Francisco which then led to me going to work for Codiam Inc. located on 47th 

Street. 

 
When you next hear anyone, whether they be corrupt idiots like you and those who 

choose poorly your company, or a spoiled brat Trust-Hush-Fund college kid whining 

about this, that and the other, all a distraction from examining the blackened hand 

monies they are taking to play college student and the such, you will know only to 

either collapse into a heap of tears, or like me smile from ear to ear, knowing that 
in all likelihood that individual has already visited just3ants.com and knows it is 

inevitable that you too will visit it, time and again if you haven’t already. 

 

All those currently “playing ostrich” have figured out as well that the monies 

handed to you beginning with your college education whether used for college 
tuition, your or your boyfriend-girlfriend’s contraceptive device, the 3 or so meals a 

day, the cost of a cell phone, the motorcar, the scooter, the hair coloring, the not 

necessarily totally botched cosmetic surgery, etc etc are, while “driving the local 

economy” taking away precious resources from folks in faraway lands whose only 

“failure” in life, up until now, has been the fact that they have been so misinformed 

as well as lacking the big gun. 
 

My very well home-schooled mother, whose paternal grandmother, pogrom 

orphaned Nechie Badash came from the same tiny village as Ben Gurion, Plonsk, 

White Russia-Poland, knew the instant I picked up the gun and before this photo 

was taken of me below in July 1966, at age 9, pointing an Israeli made Uzi 
submachine gun at my middle brother Melvin who is some 15+ months older than 

me, I would have lots of questions for our Israeli-Argentinean “guide” Yehudah 

Matov, beginning with, not why the Uzi was “so heavy” which was my second 

question, but how would one keep track of when the bullet clip would be empty 

during reloading, having to figure out in that same split second what to do next 
when running out of bullets, it not long before, given how I came from a long line of 

traders, asking about the profitability of having the right intelligence so that one 

could prevent wars altogether long before the outbreak of war. 
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And of course the bullet clip containing the 9 mm bullets had been removed first by 
the Israeli Special Forces commando who had been instructed by this very senior 

Israeli Special Forces Commanding Officer with extraordinarily close ties David Ben 

Gurion to do just that; the CO also before handing me the Uzi checking the 

chamber to make certain the already highly skilled and experienced commando 

hadn’t simply moved the switch from single fire to rapid fire; and you would know 
that in designing such an awesome weapon that says everything about how Israel 

“forgives it enemies”, absolutely no vengeance whatsoever, the use of 9 mm 

bullets, that do not penetrate walls so protecting innocent civilians in neighboring 

rooms, also of course protect other Israeli Special Forces commandos already in 

those rooms, not ever taking prisoners unless to return them in “no time to speak 
of” back to their units where they would be not only armed with the truth about 

such things as to why a so-called ally of the Israel, the United States Government 

led an arms embargo on the State of Israel during the brutal Israeli War of 

Independence, but most importantly, become in that instant the best of the best of 

Israeli Special Forces commandos in future wars. 
 

Not to mention that some 18 months later, in January 1968 and looking out over a 

minefield 



 
in the Golan Heights in northern Israel where in the 1973 Yom Kippur War Israeli 
forces were overrun in the initial hours with the Syrians cutting off the genitals of 

young Israelis and stuffing them in their mouths, some while still alive, what a way 

to start the fast, I, who you see in the red and white Kibbutz hat, didn’t take long 

to figure out why again my mother who also wrote the words above this Polaroid 

photo below, 

 
and Yehudah had brought me and my two elder brothers to an uncleared minefield; 

bearing in mind, as you read on just3ants.com in my mother’s memoirs entitled, 
Life Story of Zena, my highly secretive mother who was raised by Nechie Badash, 

an early resident of Tel-Aviv where the Mossad are headquartered, Nechie only 

“RETURNING” to England when Zena was born on May 30th, 1929, was the first 

“civilian” in to the captured territories of the Sinai immediately following the June 

1967 6 Day Arab-Israeli War, that besides for the unbelievably quick victory, the 

Arab armies routed, breaking protocol, their commanding officers calling in “big 
daddy” i.e. the United States for help, picked up not only by the USS Liberty placed 

in harms way by Senator John McCain’s father, Admiral McCain, whose father was 

also a US Admiral, the next most significant event was the Israel Defense Force’s 

most brutal “unprovoked” attack on the totally defenseless USS Liberty just looking 



for the pretext to use nuclear weapons not on Israel’s major enemy Egypt, but 

Israel herself. 

 
The history books up to now have been written and promoted by the victors who 

have had the biggest guns and rarely if ever the “moral authority”.  

 

When you have truth on your side; i.e. the high moral ground you can win over 

each and every person seeking truth, and those brainwashed by the “enemy” get 
not only rather pissed but at the very same time extraordinarily quiet, knowing 

there will come a time when Israel will have peace with all its neighbors. 

 

Of course for those like the bomb making DuPonts, peace is war, and not lost for a 

moment on those of us who haven’t forgotten that the United States Government in 

1948 was “no friend” of the fledging State of Israel. 
 

You will all remember, including those of you who don’t consider yourselves virulent 

anti-Semites that less than 3 years prior to the official start of the Israel War of 

Independence, May 14th, 1948, it was the Russian Red Army, not American GIs, 

who liberated Auschwitz on February 2nd, 1945 when the entire literate world knew 
of the wholesale murder of 6 million of the best of the best of my Jewish brothers 

and sisters. 

 

Not to mention the so very public meeting on February 14th, 1945 of King Ibn Saud 

of the House of Saud, Saudi Arabia with President Roosevelt on board the USS 
Quincy, right after the atrocity of Yalta; the most inexcusable, the most 

extraordinary “shot across the bow” of David Ben Gurion based with the rest of the 

leaders of the Haganah Jewish Underground in Jerusalem, not to push forward with 

a Jewish Homeland where those fighters who had survived the Holocaust would face 

the superior and overwhelming forces of the Allied nations who while placing that 

so fricken bizarre embargo were arming the Arab tyrants, all preparing for one 
most extraordinary bloodbath which the experts such as Field Marshall Montgomery 

considered a “foregone conclusion”. 

 

Were any of you aware that “sum” [sic] of us Jewish people can do more than play 

a “good game of rugby”. 



 
Did you know that there is reason why Israelis and the Chinese, the Jews of the 

Orient, set the scholastic levels wherever we go? 

 
Those of us include of course Israelis who have served in the Israeli military who 

chose to remain in Israel versus most of the rest in search of mostly money who 

like the rest void of humanity think it smart to venture to the US which they have 

been led to believe another big lie, is the standard bearer of the Free Enterprise 

System. 
 

Furthermore, each of you can check with more than my one American mentor, 

most righteous Gentile Amos Wright, both a US Marine and Navy Officer during 

World Oil War II who witnessed firsthand orders given that resulted in Jewish 

Americans and Black African Americans being the first to “hit the beaches”; not to 

mention Amos also served on the ship housing the Admiral of the Pacific Fleet who 
once instructed not only Amos and the rest of the officers but the entire crew to go 

on their hands and knees and pray for a miracle when they found out that the 

Japanese fleet were headed towards them, knowing that they would be eliminated 

were it not for an “Act of God”. 

 
In the meantime while preparing to receive Part X, click HERE taking you to one of 

3 heavily broadcasted emails I began sending out the day before yesterday. 

 

Pay very careful attention to the following paragraph: 

 
For Christ sake, American Charles Engelhard wore his Nazi Swastika 

high up on his lapels, the same with his crony Harry Oppenheimer, 

son of Ernest Oppenheimer who made it his business without De 

beers having a “standing army” to tell American President Franklin 

D. Roosevelt to “go to hell” when Roosevelt was FORCED by Ernest 

Oppenheimer to “GO PUBLIC” and let the whole fricken world know 
that De Beers was refusing to “play ball” and supply the United 

States with the industrial diamond stockpile that De BEERS said the 
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United States needed on US soil, given how De Beers were fricken 

orchestrating the entire World Oil War II and I. 

 
You all now have the confirmation of me working for your client the De Beers-Anglo 

American Cartel back in 1980 at their principal price fixing operation on U.S. soil, 

just prior to the DAAC, the mafia of mafia, the most brutal, the most torturous 

allocator of the world’s resources beginning to crash the gold market which of 

course they don’t control as much today, and it is not only because the Mossad 
keep a most careful “watch of things”.  

 

Equally important, you don’t need to check with your professors of law at your 

respective law schools or for that matter the De Beers heavily infiltrated US Justice 

Department to know that not just anybody can get a job at Codiam Inc., wouldn’t 

you agree? 
 

http://www.just3ants.com/emails/debeers/default.shtml 

 

Should you have the time in your very busy schedules rearranging your other 

priorities to get your copy of my much anticipated forthcoming communication to 
President Bush, a draft sent to the White House yesterday afternoon, you can 

access the other two heavily broadcasted emails I also sent this past Tuesday, the 

one prior to a Mr.  Michael Awerbach by clicking HERE and one after, to my one 

American programmer Mr. Adam L. Tucker, by clicking HERE. 

 
Gary S. Gevisser 

A Name From Here, You Can Trust Over There! 
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Ps – the ad above, which was placed just once in the South African Sunday Times in 

1989, after my first trip to China in the spring of 1989, and before heading up the 

restructuring-work out team of Epilady USA Inc., the women’s shaver engineered 
and produced on Kibbutz Hagoshrim, northern Galilee, Israel, was the “work 

product” of my mother who again was responsible for my uncle Dave Gevisser 

laying the groundwork for me today being in pivotal position to beat you all at your 

“funny money-business-personal” games. 

 
Just because you can afford to get your hair, nails and toenails cut by slave wage 
earners while affording all the other luxuries that come from continuing to “pay 

homage” to the world’s brutal rulers, who like each one of you have no loyalty to 

country, religion or ethnic group, certainly not to sharing the truth since your 

loyalty is only to “money”, and more specifically those who butter your bread using 

of course untraceable diamond currency, AND I WOULD KNOW, does not mean 

any of you are intelligent; on the contrary, I will, as G-d/God is my witness, prove 
in any court of law, any in the world, so long as before a jury of my peers, that you 

are all, without exception, not simply crooked, which of course comes as no 

surprise to any of you which is all part of your pride, but worse for your increasingly 

worse mental state, extraordinarily stupid thinking you would get away with your 

crimes against humanity. 
 

Voltaire – I may not agree with a word you say, but I will fight to the death 

your right to say it. 
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